FAQs Master Elektrotechnik & Informationstechnik (ETIT)

I am not yet sure which specialization I should choose.....

You can find information about the individual specializations in the module handbook and make appointments with the relevant subject advisors

Can I change the specialization during my studies?

Yes, find out in advance which modules you have already taken can be transferred to the new specialization and make an appointment with the subject advisor of the new specialization

Can I choose any specialization or only English-language specializations?

You can choose any specialization, but make sure you can follow the lectures in German

Which modules do I choose for the elective area of the specialization?

You can find information in the module handbook. There you will also find exemplary curricula. You can also make an appointment with your subject advisor.

I have selected a module in the wrong range. It should move from the basics to the compulsory area of the specialization or from the compulsory area to the elective area.

Please contact the Studiengangservice (master-info@etit.kit.edu), we will be happy to rebook the module for you.

I would like to have an achievement from a previous course of study recognized.

You can find the applications for recognition on the ETIT homepage (https://www.etit.kit.edu/infos_und_formulare_master.php). If it is an "instead of" recognition, please contact the lecturer who holds the corresponding module at KIT. If it is not an "instead of" recognition, please contact your study advisor. Please send the signed application for recognition to the MPA.

When does recognition have to take place?

The application for recognition must be made within the first semester at KIT.
I failed an exam twice. And now?

You can submit an informal written request for a second repetition. In this you describe why you were repeatedly unable to pass the exam and explain how you plan the exam preparation as well as your further studies. Send the application to the MPA.

Can I take part in exams if I have an approved second repetition application but have not yet passed the second retake exam?

You can take part in examinations subject to reservations. To do so, please contact the Studiengangservice. Since you have lost your right to take the exam as long as you have not passed the second retake examination, you cannot register or deregister the exams yourself subject to reservations. The results of the subject-to-condition check are not published in the system until you have passed the second retake test.

Can I register the second repetition exam myself?

You cannot register for the exam because you have lost your right to take the exam. To do so, please contact the Studiengangservice (master-info@etit.kit.edu)

I would like to register my Master’s thesis.

Registration requires an approved individual study plan and examinations amounting to 75 credit points – this includes all modules from the basics of the specialization. Ask the institute to record the master’s thesis in the CAS system.

I cannot complete my Master’s thesis within the processing period.

You can submit an informal written request for an extension of the processing time of the Master’s thesis. Describe why you could not complete the work within the 6 months and attach receipts, certificates – if available. Send the application together with a confirmation from the professor supervising your Master’s thesis that he agrees to the extension by e-mail to the MPA (master-info@etit.kit.edu)

I need a certificate for the Foreigners’ Registration Office about my expected end of my studies.

You will receive the desired certificate from the Studiengangservice (master-info@etit.kit.edu)